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For the first four generations, all LS models featured V8 engines and were predominantly
rear-wheel-drive. In the fourth generation, Lexus offered all-wheel-drive , hybrid , and longwheelbase variants. The fifth generation changed to using a V6 engine with no V8 option, and
only one length was offered. As the first model developed by Lexus, the LS debuted in January
with the second generation debuting in November In for the model year , the fourth generation
LS debuted the first production eight-speed automatic transmission and an automatic parking
system. Development of the LS began in as the F1 project, the code name for a secret flagship
sedan. At the time, Toyota's two existing flagship models were the Crown and Century models both of which catered exclusively for the Japanese market and had little global appeal that
could compete with international luxury brands such as Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Jaguar. The
Lexus LS was intended from its inception for export markets, and the Lexus division was
formed to market and service the vehicle internationally. The original LS debuted to strong
sales, and was largely responsible for the successful launch of the Lexus marque. Since the
start of production, each generation of the Lexus LS has been manufactured in the Japanese
city of Tahara, Aichi. In May , designers started work on the F1 project. In late , designers
presented the first exterior study models to F1 management, featuring a sports car -like design
with a low-slung hood and narrow front profile. First cars were available in August and U. Gas
Guzzler Tax. The LS was among the first luxury sedans to feature an automatic
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel with SRS airbag , power adjustable shoulder seat belts , and
an electrochromic rear-view mirror. A back-lit electro-luminescent gauge cluster featured a
holographic visual effect, with indicator lights projected onto the instrument panel. Available
luxury options included a Nakamichi premium sound system and an integrated cellular
telephone with hands-free capabilities. In Japan, the launch of Lexus was complicated by
Toyota's existing four domestic dealership networks at the time of its introduction. The Celsior
introduced two world firsts: high-performance twin-tube shock absorbers and an air suspension
combined with an upgraded version of Toyota's semi-active dampers Toyota Electronic
Modulated Suspension, called Piezo TEMS. Adding incentive for early U. However, the
depreciation of the Yen vs. Lexus division general manager Dave Illingworth admitted in an
interview with Automotive News that many in product planning were concerned about the price
hike and the potential effect it could have on sales success. Part of the concern was due to the
fact that the Lexus nameplate lacked the heritage and brand recognition of German rivals such
as Mercedes-Benz. Similarly, luxury cars competing in a class slightly below that of the BMW
7-Series and Mercedes S-Class averaged in the dollar range. However, once the LS was
released, sales figures were very positive, as the vehicle was nearly universally praised for its
high standards and levels of specification. In December , shortly after the LS 's launch, Lexus
ordered a voluntary recall of the 8, vehicles sold so far, based upon two customer complaints
over defective wiring and an overheated brake light. All vehicles were serviced within 20 days,
and the incident helped establish Lexus' customer service reputation. Debuting in September as
a model, the refreshed LS designed through was introduced with more than 50 changes, largely
in response to customer and dealer requests. Customer demand for the vehicle and shifts in
foreign exchange rates contributed to the increase in price. A considerable point is that
following its model range from , the car has continued to influence the entire world of
manufacturing. Through leveraging sister platforms, Toyota also used the economic conditions
of currency differentials to trickle down the high standards set by the LS This type of
reputation-setting efforts was monumental and not very profitable for Toyota, but they saw it as
a way to set a quality reputation very highly. Afterwards Toyota planners would look for ways to
reduce costs in the lower models in their next generations. The MX83 was a clear step up from
the 2nd generation V20 Camry. Additionally, Toyota saw it as an educational experience of
refinement for engineering researchers in the United States Market. It was large notably more so
than V20 Camry , a proper mid-size American car. Toyota used the MX83 as a hollow shell to
build the LS interior concept into, until that cabin was transferred to a larger, more bubble type
body shell. Extensive audio testing with Nakamichi systems was done by using LS prototype
interiors in Cressida bodies. The Camry shocked the industry as it was only a non-luxury
midsize family sedan in base non-XLE trims at least. However, the complex flushed window
stamping and flowing one piece roof were modelled from new processes learned by Toyota
making the LS, as were the triple sealing framed doors. The doors use indented rubber gaskets
to seal the door in Tupperware type fashion. There were no other mid-size sedans built to such
fit and finish standards, except premium BMW 5-series and Mercedes-Benz E-class cars.
Principles such as Heijunka boards, andon pull cords and Gemba walking have become
embedded in aerospace engineering production at Boeing and its subsidiaries. Intel modelled
the " Internet of Things " on what was learned from Toyota's LS quality standards. Production
of the first-generation LS ended in September to make way for production of the

second-generation model in October. The second-generation Lexus LS UCF20 debuted in
November for the model year with a longer wheelbase and similar specifications as the original
model. The public unveiling of the vehicle occurred in a gala ceremony held at the San
Francisco Opera House in California. Development of the second-generation LS began after
worldwide launch of the first generation under program code T. Design patents were filed at the
Japan Patent Office on October 14, under registration number , using a prototype. The
redesigned LS interior received upgraded features, varying from dual-zone climate controls to
rear cupholders. At its U. The edition featured Coach leather seats; embroidered emblems on
the exterior, floormats, and armrest; special colors and added trim; and a Coach cabin bag.
Production was limited to a yearly run of 2, units. Designed through early , in September a
revised LS was introduced for the model year. In August , the first production laser adaptive
cruise control on a Toyota vehicle was introduced on the Celsior version Japan only [81] [82] It
controlled speed only through throttle control and downshifting, but did not apply the brakes.
Added safety features included front side airbags , vehicle stability control and in , brake assist.
The headlights were also equipped with a programmable delay feature for proximity
illumination. The edition featured most luxury options as standard, along with separate exterior
colors, wheels, badging, and two years' no-fee use of an American Express Platinum Card. The
sedan was equipped with a new 4. Heading into the planning of the LS , division executives
concluded that the previous LS redesign had been too restrained in its approach. The
development of the LS took four years. The body was also more aerodynamic than previous LS
sedans C d 0. Compared to previous generations, the LS featured a greater number of model
configurations and options. Models with the tuned sport suspension, sold as the "Touring"
package in the United States, [87] featured larger, high-speed brakes. The LS interior featured
walnut wood trim on the dashboard and upper doors, along with semi- aniline leather and
oscillating air conditioning vents. The GPS navigation system was totally redesigned. A liquid
crystal display with touchscreen on the upper center console served as interface. First LS with
voice controlled navigation. Introduced a Mark Levinson premium sound system. In Japan, the
equivalent Toyota Celsior was also sold from August until March , when the long-awaited
introduction of Lexus Japan saw the arrival of new generation Lexus models. In every year of
production, the LS was the most reliable luxury sedan in the J. Power and Associates Initial
Quality Survey with the early and late models of this series the best performing , [97] [98] [99]
and the highest recorded scorer in the history of J. Power's Vehicle Dependability Survey. The
millimeter-wave radar technology also enabled the first Pre-Collision System PCS on a Lexus
sedan with partial autonomous braking only on the Japanese market Toyota Celsior version.
Introduced a new six-speed automatic transmission and revised styling. Exterior changes
included restyled front and rear fascias, light-emitting diode LED taillights, and different wheels.
It debuted the first Lexus high-intensity discharge headlights for the high beam Bi-Xenon , and
also the first AFS adaptive curve headlights , which swiveled the projector headlamps in the
direction of vehicle turns. The interior received knee airbags , lighted rear-seat vanity mirrors,
and new trim selections, including bird's eye maple wood. A driver-programmable electronic
key feature allowed the vehicle to detect the key fob in the owner's pocket and unlock the doors
by touch. Development on fourth generation LS began in under program code "L", with the
design process being done under Yo Hiruta from to late , with the final production design being
frozen in Introduced at the January North American International Auto Show for the model year,
the fourth-generation Lexus LS became the first Lexus model to be produced in both standard
and long-wheelbase versions. The development of the LS and its variants, led by chief engineer
Moritaka Yoshida, [] began as Lexus was shifting its design strategy towards a more diversified
product lineup, [] with new-vehicle launches largely focused on global markets. The LS interior
gained a push-button start, thin-film transistor instrument display, and numerous luxury
options, ranging from a hard disk drive-based GPS navigation system and song library to a
heated steering wheel and XM NavTraffic. The addition of an automated parallel parking assist
feature, the first of its kind in the U. The suite of new safety features extended from an
eye-tracking Driver Monitoring System to a lane departure warning system. Debuting in late for
the model year, the revised LS and LS L included restyled front and rear fascias, side mirror
turn signals , and new wheel designs. Lexus released an official photograph of its restyled XF40
series in July The substantial update incorporates the new Lexus corporate fascia, comprising
the "spindle" grill and consequently sees the fitment of a redesigned hood, reshaped front
fenders and headlamps, plus a new bumper. Thus, the newly designed tail-lamps, trunk lid, and
rear bumper are only partially modified. For the first time, an F-Sport variant is being offered.
The 3. In a couple of Lexus firsts, the fifth-generation LS is the first Lexus sedan to feature a
six-sided window design, while the flush-surface windows integrate smoothly with the pillars. In
the company's efforts to reconcile two conflicting goals, sufficient headroom with a low

roofline, the new LS employs an available outer-slide-type panoramic moonroof instead of the
conventional, internally retracting item. The fifth-generation LS also features 3D-surround Mark
Levinson audio with in-ceiling array speakers. The next-generation, remote touch infotainment
interface called Lexus Enform , is said to be designed to mimic smartphone operation, with
support for handwritten input. Alongside the The available Advanced Safety Package
introduced Lexus CoDrive, which help actively steer the vehicle should it detect a pedestrian.
The fifth-generation LS received a facelift in for the model year. The LS 's 3. The interior of the
LS has been further refined with revised seats, touch points, higher-resolution rearview mirror
and updated leather options. The facelifted LS uses a Exterior updates include a revised front
fascia, radiator intake, headlights, taillights and updated color options. For the Lexus LS, the
Tahara plant developed new molds and enhanced assembly techniques [] [] and instituted
measures aimed at increasing the precision of the sedan's fit and finish. Despite Tahara's
large-scale automation, Lexus LS production also involves specialized personnel who are
tasked with key production points, such as testing each vehicle's V8 engine via dynamometer
and stethoscope for calibration before installation. The Lexus LS marked a successful entrant
of a Japanese manufacturer into the prestige luxury arena, after the first Honda Acura Legend,
[52] a market that had long been dominated by established European and American brands.
According to industry observers, the introduction of the Lexus LS reshaped Toyota's image
from that of an " econobox " manufacturer to the builder of an automotive standard bearer. By
investing in a separate marque, Toyota was able to avoid the stigma attached to a mass-market
brand's charging premium prices. In its largest market, the U. By , the Lexus LS ranked second
globally in flagship sales, next to the Mercedes-Benz S-Class' 85, units, with 71, Lexus LS
sedans sold worldwide, [] and over half the total coming from outside the U. The Lexus LS has
not sold as well in Europe, where Lexus suffers from smaller brand recognition, image, and a
less-developed dealership network. Power's long-term Vehicle Dependability Study, the Lexus
LS has been the most reliable car for fifteen consecutive years, [] [] [] the most for any
manufacturer, [] [] [] and Consumer Reports has ranked the sedan as the most reliable vehicle
tested. Power and Associates ' U. Vehicle Dependability Survey for fifteen consecutive years
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baby still gets looks! I Leased it brand new and purchased her outright after the lease was up.
Fabulous vehicle. A little tight inside but she's still a rocket when need-be with just 35k on her.
The leather is starting to dry out and the seams are splitting in spots but she's a beauty. I only
let the folks at Lexus service her and am asked every time if I'd like to sell her.. I've been
through dozens of new vehicles over the years but this one still remains in my driveway like a
showpiece in a museum. Am I in love with this car? You can bet your Mercedes.. Just her and I
forever! As someone in their early 20's my only complaint is that I would prefer a little bit of a
stiffer ride for cornering. But then again, I'm sure when Lexus made this car their target
audience wasn't something year olds. That being said, this is the best car I've ever owned and
I'm so satisfied that I plan to keep it for as long as possible. I own a mercedes that is 1 year
newer and has less miles and it doesn't even compare to the comfort, quality, and dependability
of my Lexus. I bought the car from the second owner, both owners were elderly and kept
fantastic care of the car, and I plan to do the same. To think I almost sold it. The dealership told
me the engine was just getting broken in at k miles. I went to test drive other new vehicles and
returned disappointed and confirmed. I wasn't selling. It drives phenomenally, comfortably,
always the same. You just feel good in it. New cars barely offer the amenities that I have in this
car new Lexus aside. I bought this car with , miles and I can say that it really doesn't know it has
this many miles on it! I've owned cars that after hitting 80 mph, the steering wheel would start to
vibrate. Not this Lexus. I've hit 90 and it runs so smoothly! I've heard rumors of the engine
lasting up to K. I may, just may test this out! I'm already half- way there! Use rear switch to wind
back up. Bought this LS in Oct '97 with 38K miles on it. Has K in Best car I've ever owned! At K Traction Control needed replacement. At K -- problems with power steering and rear
suspension. BUT -- that was it for 13 great years! Smooth, quiet, got 27 MPG on mile Midwest

road trip! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the LS View Photos. List
Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1
star. And I almost sold it. Items per page:. Write a review See all LS s for sale. Sponsored cars
related to the LS Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
For the most part they were very good. However, when I made a good offer I was told it was
almost a done deal and then said no to the offer. I was fine with not having an accepted offer,
then three days later they called and said it would be okay with the offer. Well sastified, they
contact me soon, now as soon I back to the state I contact them to more details. Absolute gem!
The RX we bought was awesome. This vehicle was in pristine condition at K miles! After
substantial revision in the prior year, minor trim redesigns were the only changes to the LS for
This was the last year of the LS 's first generation, and a larger, more powerful version would
arrive in The LS had been a remarkable success for Lexus by its fifth year, offering a unique
combination of luxury, reliability, and power. Although the price had continued to creep upward,
the Lexus was still considerably more affordable than many of its European competitors. The
engine was essentially the same as it would be in following years, but was the last before
horsepower and torque boosts. For now, horsepower remained at , and torque at pound feet.
The arrival of new sportier Lexus models like the SC coupe and GS sedan had lifted some of the
pressure to perform off the LS, but the flagship was still offered with an adjustable suspension
system that could be tweeked for more road feel. While the LS was somehow criticized for its
lack of driving thrills, well-informed buyers knew what they were getting. In addition to its luxury
amenities and reliability, the LS was one of the smoothest and quietest sedans that had ever
been made in Many reviewers felt that exterior styling could use a facelift, after five years of the
same, and Lexus would respond with a new generation of LS in We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Lexus
LS listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Arbi. Burbank, CA Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Lexus SC For Sale 11 listings. Lexus SC For
Sale 14 listings. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. With less than 84,mi
on this Lexus LS , you'll appreciate the practically showroom newness of this vehicle. A truly
breathtaking example of pure vehicle design achievement And it seems this vehicle was owned
by a non-smoker. This vehicle has undergone a rigorous multipoint inspection by our ASE
Certified Technicians and we have verified that all maintenance is up-to-date. Ask for Stock P
Description: Used Lexus LS Secondary bank financing is also available and requires a credit
check and must meet certain requirements. We welcome outright cash purchases or your own
outside financing. Optional extended service plans might be available at an additional price.
Feel free to call us for more information or stop out and test drive today! This Lexus LS 4dr 4dr
Sedan features a 4. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, not
covered by a warranty. We also make concessions for all of our veterans. It looks like the only
vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your
search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Trim Base 3. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2. Engine Type Gas 3. Drivetrain Rear
Wheel Drive 3. Cylinders 8 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Showing 1 - 3 out of 3 listings. Overall
Consumer Rating. Owner since she was born in This baby still gets looks! I Leased it brand new
and purchased her outright after the lease was up. Fabulous vehicle. A little tight inside but
she's still a rocket when need-be with just 35k on her. The leather is starting to dry out and the
seams are splitting in spots but she's a beauty. I only let the folks at Lexus service her and am
asked every time if I'd like to sell her.. I've been through dozens of new vehicles over the years
but this one still remains in my driveway like a showpiece in a museum. Am I in love with this
car? You can bet your Mercedes.. Just her and I forever! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Blower
Motor Relay - Repair or Replace A blower motor relay is an electrical component that turns on
the blower motor when you turn the fan on. Part Number
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: Supersession s : ; Full Diagram. View All Diagrams. Related Products. Towing Options, 30
Amp Fusible Link. Towing Wire Harnesses and Adapters. Alloy Wheels, Hub Nut. Audio 6D
Changer, Cartridge. Historical Audio. MSRP and price exclude taxes, installation, shipping, and
dealer charges. Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for limited warranty, inventory level, and
return policy details. Please select a dealer to view local pricing. Woodfield Lexus. Shop Now.
Distance: Lexus of Arlington. Lexus of Brookfield. Enter your zip code: View More Dealers.
People Also Bought. Engine Cooling Fan Switch. Glove Box Light Switch. Email this product.
Email Address. Legal Privacy Legal Terms Accessibility. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
Photographs of vehicles may have optional extra equipment pictured.

